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Abstract

This study estimates year-specific optimal hedges for Central Illinois soybean 
producers. The optimal hedge objective function employed is based on harvesttime
cash price and basis levels and their respective variances and covariance, where
farmers are assumed to make anticipatory hedges of production decisions. Past
studies which use such objective functions have typically assumed that the 
parameters of price distributions are constants over the sample period. This study, 
in contrast, addresses the measurement of optimal hedge parameters, permitting both 
means and variances to change through time.

Cash price and basis equations are specified and estimated initially using 
ordinary least squares (OLS). These equations are then examined for the presence 
of non-constant error variances (the property of heteroskedasticity). Specifically, it
is hypothesized that increases in use relative to stocks for soybeans may be
associated with increasing variability in the equations’ errors.

The cash price and basis equations are also modelled as two seemingly
unrelated regression systems: one with constant variances and the other with non
constant variances. The dependent variables provide estimates of the cash price and 
basis levels in the optim al. hedge equation. The equations’ residuals provide the
base for estimating the variance and covariance parameters of the optimal hedge.

The models were fitted with 1965-1984 data. With conventional (constant
parameter) models, the optimal (short) futures position for the risk averse hedger is
nearly 100 percent of expected production. With the non-constant variance 
specification, optimal hedges for the risk averse hedger ranged from 75 to 100 
percent of production. The non-constant variance specification, however, had a
somewhat unexpected result: the heteroskedasticity is related to the Chicago stocks
variable in the basis equation and not the use to stocks specification.

All of the hedge levels obtained in this research are considerably larger than 
the hedges typically made by Central Illinois soybean producers. Thus, the results
obtained here do not explain why farmers seemingly hedge at sub-optimal levels.
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Introduction

Past optimal hedge analyses have assumed that price risks are constant over 
time, and treat the optimal hedge ratio as fixed. Evidence from the price behavior 
literature, however, indicates that the distribution of supply and demand factors 
influences the means and variances of price distributions, and suggests that optimal 
hedges should be measured on a year-specific basis.

In this context, year-specific estimation of optimal hedges is examined for the 
Central Illinois soybean producer. A conceptual model is developed which permits 
the mean and variance parameters defining the optimal hedge to change over time. 
Econometric equations are specified and estimated for the Central Illinois area for 
the 1965-1984 period, and are used in developing the framework for the optimal 
hedge analysis. The results illustrate the potentially significant effects of year- 
specific estimation on the determination of the optimal hedge.

Optimal Hedge Defined

Optimal hedge estimation requires assumptions about measurement and about 
the specification of the objective function. The objective function used in this 
paper is based on harvesttime cash price and basis levels, and their respective 
variances and covariance. The producer is assumed to make anticipatory hedges of 
production decisions in May, in expectation of the October date when the hedge is 
lifted and the soybean crop is simultaneously sold. Yield risk is not considered. 
The mean-variance criterion for utility maximization is given by:1

(1) Maximize L = E(U) = E(R) + m Var(R)

The E(U) term is expected utility; E(R) defines the expected return; Var(R) 
denotes the variance in returns;; and m is the risk aversion parameter. Assumed 
known, m in the above formulation is negative for the risk averse hedger, 
increasing in absolute value as the risk aversion level increases.

Because the soybean producer in effect has a long position in the cash 
market, the futures position is assumed to be short. Therefore, returns (R) and 
expected returns [E(R)] are defined by:

(2) R = QPt + Qh(Ft-i-*V Bt)> and

(3) E(R) = (Q-Qh)Pt* + QhFt-i - QhBt*

literature suggests that either a) mean-variance analysis is a good 
approximation to maximizing expected utility; or b) mean variance analysis is
equivalent to maximizing expected utility (Meyer; Levy and Markowitz).
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The cash return equals the bushel volume of the cash sale (Q) times the 
harvesttime cash price (P^). The futures market return equals the number of 
bushels hedged (Qh), multiplied by the difference between the springtime futures 
price (Ft_i) and the levels of the harvesttime cash price and basis (Pt + Bt).2 The
springtime futures price (Fj_j) is known at the time of hedge placement. The
expectations of the harvesttime cash and basis prices, E(Pt)=Pt* and E(Bt)=Bt* are 
forecast the prior spring, at the time the hedge is placed. Because yield risk is 
ignored, Q is non-stochastic.

The variance in returns, Var(R), is given by:

(4) Var(R> = (Q-Qh)2 °p + Qh2 <̂b2 - 2Qh(Q-Qh) apb

The Up and <7b parameters denote the variances associated with the cash 
and basis price series, respectively, and upb represents the cash price-basis 
covariance.

Substituting equations (3) and (4) into equation (1), the optimal hedge, Qh*, is 
then derived from the first order condition for a maximum, dE(U)/dQh = 0:3

Qh “ Q[(ap'^+crpb)/(crp^+2c7pb+crb2)] ~

[(Ft-i-P t*-Bt*)/2m(up2+2upb+ab2)]

The first term on the right hand side of equation (5) is the "hedging 
component, and represents the portfolio solution when m is assumed extremely 
large and/or the futures price change (FM -Pt -Bt ) is assumed near zero. The 
second term in equation (5) is the "speculative component." This component 
increases in absolute value as the expected futures price change over the hedging 
interval becomes larger, with the effect becoming more pronounced as the hedger 
grows less risk averse. As the anticipated futures price change increases, the 
optimal hedge (Qk ) is an increasingly larger fraction of expected production (Q) 
for producers with low levels of risk aversion.

2
Because the sum of the harvesttime cash and basis prices (Pt+Bt) equals the 

harvesttime futures price (Ft), the (F^„j-Pt-Bt) term can be written as: (Ft_i-Ff).
The latter specification is more commonly used in the objective function than is the 
derivation explicitly including the basis. [See Ederington; Hayenga and diPietre* 
Heifner (1972); and Heifner (1973) for examples.]

Peck introduced this specification of the objective function, which has also 
been employed by Greenhall in an examination of the optimal hedge for selected 
Western New York corn producers.
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Parameter Measurement Issues

The strategies used to measure the variance, covariance, and price level 
parameters of the optimal hedge differ in their assumptions about price behavior. 
The oldest measurement strategy is consistent with the random walk theory, and 
assumes that the distribution of price changes has a zero mean and constant 
variance over time. Using this approach, the expected variances and covariance 
{p 2 ^  and apb) in equation (5) are calculated directly from historical price
series. The variance of the cash price level, for instance, is given by:

(6) ffp2 = £(pt - P)2/ n - '

The Pt term represents the harvesttime cash price in year t. The P 
parameter is the average of theJPj values, typically calculated over_ a span of 10 to 
20 years (n -  10...20), where P is implicitly an estimate of Pt . Because price 
distributions are assumed constant over time, the resulting optimal hedge estimate is 
continuously applied to the anticipatory hedge decision.

A more recent approach to estimation models price forecasting ability. Using 
this approach, the accuracy of the hedger’s historical forecasting ability defines the 
associated risk-return parameters.  ̂ Price expectations are modeled using regression 
equations in which Pt and Bt are the dependent variables. The variance- 
covariance parameters (ap2, ab2, and uph) are assumed equal to the equations’ mean 
squared errors.4 The cash price parameters, for instance, are given by:

Pt* * E(Pt) = /?i + /?2X t2 + + A c^tk

(7p2 « E [Pt - E(Pt)]2 /n -k

This approach assumes that the hedger has a subjective distribution of 
harvesttime prices, where the mean of each distribution can change over time (as 
the Pt* and Bt* forecasts change). The variance, however, is treated as a constant, 
and depends on the hedger’s forecasting ability. The variance-covariance parameters 
(ap2j ab2? and apb) are, therefore, determined from regression series spanning n
years.

The approach used in this study allows the variance and covariance
parameters associated with the hedger’s forecasts to change over time. It suggests 
that heteroskedasticity may exist, and permits the error variances of the cash price 
and basis equations to change as the price-generating process changes. Thus, the

(7)

(8)

4The mean squared error, E[R-E(R)]2, equals the variance in returns if R is an 
unbiased estimator (if E(R) -  R = the true mean). Consequently, MS^(R) can 
be interchanged with Var(R) in equation (4), producing the identical Qh as in 
equation (5). See Peck; Fried for more details.
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f w L , ,? S-SU!?lS th3t -a , giVen Pri°e distritution exists at harvest in each yearcharacterized by a particular mean price and variance. y *

. Thte , fact t.hat the variances of price changes are non-constant is well-
ocumented, but little understood. The majority of price change studies address the

h™otnhesk futures,.pr‘cesK Samuelson (1965, 1976), presenting the time-to-maturity 
hypothesis, argues that the rate of information flow into the market increases as

nears, and that the futures price variance per unit of time increases as the 
time to maturity decreases. Anderson and Danthine, proposing the state variable 
hypothesis, suggest that futures price variances are high (low) in pfriods when
relatively large (small) levels of supply and demand uncertainty are resolved.5

• ,r  . £mp." ‘Cal . research has been mixed in support of these hypotheses but
indicates that intra-year price variances are typically non-constant. Rutledge 
examining the relationship between cash and futures price volatilities and time to 
“  "  lty ,for c°ntia™  ‘raded from 1969-1971, rejected Samuelson’s hypothesis for 
wheat and soybean oil, but accepted it for silver and cocoa. Anderson examined
nine commodities during the 1966-1980 period, supporting to “  v S
hypothesis, but finding only weak evidence for the tim e-to-m aturityhypo“
Castelmo and Francis examined the volatility of basis levels and futures price
A H A ?’ iand . concluded that volatilities tend to decline with time-to-maturity. 

dditional evidence supporting the hypotheses of intra-year variance changes is
provided by Miller; Taylor; and Castelino and Vora. variance changes is

These theoretical and empirical results indicate that daily price changes can 
be more-or-less variable, depending on time-to-maturity and/or easonal Effects 
Specific crop years often differ, in addition, in terms of the timing and intensify of 

f nWS' Bedause annual variances are a function of the aggregation of
variances^to ^ f f f ! ? ’ ‘^ t h  Cr°PtI, ^  differences may cause annual price change 
sneSffc i imed5  h Further’ the aggregation of price changes calculated over a
falcufmed i r a  deferent ?ear°ne ^  the" fr°m the ass°ciated ™ ia““

Several authors have empirically documented annual differences in price
the f966Vair982CeneriodMl ? AS and 'Vora’. examining five agricultural commodities for 

1966-1982 period, indicate that price change volatilities differ both within and

c r d nitionsearS,Boonth k T n  thad ? 6Se VOlatiUtieS depend on “ denying economic conditions. Booth Kaen, and Koveos, in an examination of gold cash prices
variabilitySUPP° rt ^  eX1Ste" Ce ° f combined intra- and inter-year effects on price

state information-flow scenarios are often hypothesized within the
t r  . he°ry' . In sltuatlons wher® demand uncertainty is the relatively

“ P“ dDt faf ° n  nneertainty is usually resolved just prior to the expiration of thf
case a? V he vplatlllty thus increases as time-to-maturity approaches. In a 
case m which supply uncertainty is the relatively important factor, it may be
vn a r f  31 / r her $taSeS °f the °0ntract life cycle and l®ad to a decreasingvolatility as delivery approaches. ®
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The presence of leptokurtosis^ in price distributions lends support to the 
theory that non-constant variances exist, although the debate continues. Mann and 
Heifner provide evidence contradicting the changing variance hypothesis, and 
indicate that leptokurtosis results from the existence of infinite variances. Telser, 
however, argues that such studies do not consider supply and demand distributions, 
and argues that leptokurtosis results from the aggregation of normal distributions 
which possess changing means and variances (which depend on supply and demand 
distributions). Gordon’s empirical findings support Telser’s argument.

Storage theory lends support to the hypothesis that price variances can 
change depending on underlying supply and demand conditions. Figure 1 indicates 
that the variance in the basis level can change depending on the level of the 
demand for storage. Because the supply of storage function is non-linear, the basis 
may be less variable as the demand for storage shifts into the range of larger 
inventories (It ranges from b to c) than it is at smaller inventory levels (It ranges 
from a to b).

These changing (price level) variance relationships depend on the limitations 
to relative cash and futures price movements. As inventories dwindle, the cash
price can rise to an unlimited level above the futures price. In this case, the basis 
becomes very wide. At large inventory levels, on the other hand, a basis that is 
wider than the cost of storage provides a large incentive to store, increasing the 
cash price and reducing the basis. In this case, cash and futures are closely linked, 
and the basis cannot exceed the cost of storage.

Figure 1 is drawn to suggest that the error variance associated with the 
structural supply equation may change as a function of Ip When inventories are 
low, random events may have a larger impact on the basis than when inventories 
are more abundant. Heteroskedasticity, as a result, may be a declining function of 
inventory levels (particularly beyond a critical level, such as "b" in Figure 1).
Because the basis is determined from the relative levels of futures and cash prices, 
a changing basis variance also can imply changing variances in cash and futures 
price levels.

Econometric equations modelling Central Illinois cash price and basis reduced
forms are specified in the following analysis. These equations a+re used to develop 
the harvesttime cash price and basis level forecasts (P* and Bt ), and to estimate 
the non-constant variance-covariance parameters (<7p , ap , and Opb are estimated
using the equations’ mean squared errors).

Specification searches were used to develop the reduced-form equations for 
the 1965-1984 sample period. These searches examined: the "best" specification of
variables thought to critically affect the cash price and basis levels; the impact of 
"doubtful" variables on explanatory power (Learner); functional form issues; and the 
stability of the models across different sample periods. Because accurate forecasts 
reduce price risks, the identification of models which forecast well is emphasized.

6a  leptokurtic distribution has a greater concentration of observations in the 
tails of the distribution than would be expected if the parent population were normal.

5



FIGURE 1
CHANGING VARIANCE RELATIONSHIPS AND DETERMINATION OF THE BASIS
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Basis Equation

Storage theory is fundamental to understanding the basis for annually 
produced, storable commodities (Working). The basis is defined as a price for 
future delivery less a specified cash price, and measures the expected return from 
storage (the "price of storage") over a given time interval. At non-delivery points, 
the basis also should reflect characteristics unique to the local market because it 
measures the value of the commodity both over time and relative to the delivery 
point (Martin, Groenewegen, and Pidgeon). Empirical basis studies include those by 
Garcia and Good; Kahl; and Powers and Johnson.

Reduced Form

The equilibrium levels of the basis and the size of current inventory at a 
point in time are jointly determined by the supply of and demand for inventories, as 
shown in Figure 1. Hence, a reduced form basis equation can be derived from a 
two equation system in which the basis and inventory levels are both endogenous. 
The following analysis uses a two-period setting and assumes that the commodity is 
storable. (A similar conceptual model was applied to an analysis of soybean prices 
and inventories at the national level by Helmberger and Akinyosoye.)

In period 1, the inverse demand relationship is given by:

(9) PI = oci + p i  Dj

where Pj is the period 1 cash price and Dj is the level of demand.

Period 1 demand can be written as a function of production (S \ ) and 
beginning and ending inventories (Iq and Ij):

( 10) Di -  Si + Iq - Ii

Production (Sj) is determined by prior plantings and beginning inventories (Iq) 
are known. Period 1 ending inventories (Ii), as well as Pi and D j, are endogenous.

Period 2 demand can be expressed similarly as:

(11) F i = oc2 + £2d 2

(12) and D2 = S2 + I.i - I2

where Fi is the period 1 price quote for future delivery in period 2 and D2 
represents expected demand. The S2 variable denotes expected production in period

7



2. The I2 variable, representing expected inventory at the end of period 2, is often 
given by the mean level: I2 = I.

Equations (10) and (12) can be substituted into equations (9) and (11), 
respectively, and the difference between the transformed equations gives a demand 
for inventory equation (where it is assumed that I2 = I):

(I3) Bi = Fi - P2 = (oc2 - ocj) + /33 (2I| - Sj - I0 - I)

To complete the model, a supply of inventory equation is needed:

(14) Bj = Fi - Pj = f(Ij)

or Ij = f(Bj)

where Bj is the period 1 basis, defined as the period 1 futures price (Fi) less 
the period 1 cash price (Pj).

To solve for tlm reduced form of the basis, equation (13) can be rewritten to 
express Ij as a function of Bj. The resulting expression can be substituted in 
equation (14), and the reduced form of the basis is then solved as:

(15) B | = 7TQ + 7Tj(S| + Iq) + 7T2Xj + {

The reduced form basis equation is a function of production (Sj), beginning 
inventories (Iq), and demand- aqd supply-shifters (given by Xj and Y j, respectively).

Specification

The Central Illinois area, defined by the Central, East, West Southwest, and 
East Southeast crop reporting districts (see Figure 2), comprises approximately ten 
percent of annual U.S. soybean production (Illinois Agricultural Statistics: USDA 
Agricultural—Statistics). Central Illinois soybeans are harvested in late September
and early October, and about thirty percent of the crop is sold off the farm at 
harvest to local elevators (Illinois Agricultural Statistics V The average Central
Illinois basis for the first ten trading days in October (Bt) is given by:

(16) Bt = E (Fit - Pit)/10

where: FU - the November futures price quoted on each of the first ten 
trading days (i=l,2,...,10) in October in year t;

Pit = the Central Illinois cash price quoted on the identical days; 
t=l,2,..,,20 years.

8



FIGURE 2
ILLINOIS CROP REPORTING DISTRICTS
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November6 soybean contract^ a n d '^ ^ c a s h  n” 668 f °r Chicag0 Board of Trade’s 
Prices for the Central Illinois (Decatur) a rea^ G o o d f7 ^ T h T h  -CaSh bid
from -8.72 to 31.15 cents per bushel over the IQfiS iQ»a Th' , harvast basis ranges
basis is 14.06 cents per bushel; the standard deviation is 1^13 cenT pe'r bushel. Th6 m6an

should affect^Che ^ ^a^b asis^ fth ro u g h  futures6 a n ? 11̂  3rea a“d .the U’S’
demand-shifting factors [denoted bv Si and T *« Ca?  p” ces »̂ and are important 
soybean inventories t f  «h°e . S T l ^ 1 £  CT al nUnois
expected to decrease relative to the futures price and thJ \  -CaSh pnce is 
widen. Increases in national (relative to inranP *« * 1 ? th basis 1S exPected to 
the futures price relative to the local each n  ̂ 1 vei\ ones are exPected to decrease 
measured as the sum of production and P™ '  ^  narr0W the basis- SuPPly is
NATPROL, and NATSUPL variables, as well arry^ erQ The . LOCPRO, LOCSUP, 
analysis, are defined in Table 1. S aU ° the vanables primary to the

costs. thnef  basil aIS0 may be influenced by delivery
deliverable Chicago “  are in ^ sh o tf  unf ? fectioa which occurs when
represents the potentially large costs of°makTnPgP L liveryT paul 1976) “ w h ’ ^sst xzatssz. ■ s r .s j .» > ; ^
The regressors mLsuring the ‘squeeze ^  th“l  widening ‘be basis.
(CHICST), open interest (OPINT), and the ratio of Chicago^tocks to openT ateresf'

Yj v a ^ b k ^ f l u a d o n ^ m 5; funct.ion can shift, as represented by the
captures the largest and most v a r ia b le T C o ^ n t  the f e ta .  p ricT  of

“ c ^ r r e r  ^  ^
are expected to be for sale in the cash market The t t ,  S®r v° lumes of soybeans
t°. the futures price then, as the rental price increases a n d th e  £h°Uld- dr°P reIativewiden. p ce increasess and the basis is expected to

. .  ?Hf consumption demand should also contribute to exnlanatinn nf « .
basis [represented b y , the Xj variable in equation f l51i ®xl?Ia“at‘on °f he
changes in the demand for Central Tllinnic k “  / i ■ Vanables measuring
were not availabie; t0 the nationai level)
export levels) were used as proxies (FOSCRUSH and FOSEXP)61**1118 expected crush and

The basis f r o n T p ^ b  dme p w f o d ^ f t h ^ n r f 1** ** expla!ning the harvesttime basis, 

reflect distributed lag effects which exist i n T s V b e S ,6 ° T h f r a t f o ‘ o f o n  f ^

basis. The concept of competition J r  binspace (P a 'l .m o )  aho m a y T e Z "  ,6Vel °f  **“

difference b e 'S 't h f S f e v a ^ r  aC d ftrm ^ric^ sh o u w ! however.Te'lmble ’’( G o S ”" * the
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TABLE 1
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE DEFINITIONS

Variable Definition Data Source Units X, (7X

Inventory Variables (crop vear):a
166.41,LOCPRO--Local soybean Illinois Ag. Statistics million bushels

production
million bushels

36.75
LOCSUP—Local soybean Illinois As. Statistics 188.60,
supply (production plus 44.09
carryover)
NATPROL—US (less local) USDA and Illinois Ag. million bushels 1290.84,
soybean production Statistics

million bushels
393.13

NATSUPL—US (less local) USDA and Illinois Ag. 1468.06,
soybean supply Statistics 437.76

Market Imperfection Variables:
4.94,CHICST--Ave. volume of CBOT’s Statistical million bushels

soybeans in Chicago ship
ping district and afloat 
on Lake Michigan, first

Annual 4.77

ten days in October 
OP1NT--Ave. volume of CBOT’s Statistical million bushels 156.24,
soybeans held in long or 
short positions, first 
ten days in October

Annual 70.66

Opportunity Cost Variable:
cents per bushel 3.22,OPPCOST—Product of ave. U. of 111.;

cash price and the 3-month CEA’s Economic 2.29
Treasury Bill rate (adjust
ed to 1-month until maturi
ty), first ten trading days 
in October

Indicators

Consumption Demand Variables:*3
828.74,FOSCRUSH--ex ante crop USDA’s Fats and Oils million bushels

year forecasts of expect- (Oil Crons') Situation 210,08
ed US crush 
FOSEXP--ex ante crop USDA’s Fats and Oils million bushels 553.84,
year forecasts of expect
ed US exports

fOil Crons1) Situation 222.13

a Although production is reported by crop reporting district, carryover is
reported at only the state level. Central Illinois carryover is thus calculated 
assuming that the Central Illinois fraction of state production equals the 
Central Illinois fraction of state carryover, 

b Estimates from Crop Production and Grain Stocks in all Positions are used to 
calculate the inventory variables used in the step-ahed analysis for 1985 and 
1986 (discussed later in the text). The Central Illinois fraction of state

11



important factor affecting the basis, and is represented 
binspace available for soybeans, and the level of Central Illinois

by the percent of local 
corn production.

Estimation

Although the conceptual model suggests the types of variables that are
important a specification search is necessary to determine the "final" forecasting

?d®}' Th,e inventofy> market imperfection, and opportunity cost variables, hypoth
esized as the most important variables influencing the level of the basis appeared
in all equations. The effects of introducing variables thought to be o f ’ "doubtful"

pretesting6' ** * ** n0n~llnear fimCti° nal f° rmS> W6re examined tro u g h

The criteria used to evaluate the models include traditional 
the logic of signs, Durbin-Watson values, and goodness-of-fit 
values). The potential effects of outliers and the sensitivity 
alternative sample period lengths were also examined. The "final 
may produce misleadingly good results, a point which is discussed later.

measures such as 
(R2 and t-ratio 

of coefficients to 
" pretest estimator

Results

t. or! l? dr  , ^ Carry0ver’ combined into one supply variable, proved to have
the greatest explanatory power. Although production and carryover variables are 
expected to be important factors explaining the basis, the local "and national levels 
are collinear (r -  0.96), and the independent information these variables indi
vidually contribute to the model is small. National and state supply regressors are 
however somewhat less collinear than the production and stocks variables expressed
cost v f f nd appear m0St lmportant in explaining the basis. The opportunitycost variable also appears consistently important. y

Although open interest and the ratio of stocks to open interest aoDear 
unimportant, the Chicago stocks variable has a large t-ratio. Low Chicago stocks 
levels in early October may indicate conditions which frequently continue until con- 
ract maturity (harvest delays or low rates of farmer marketing), and “ h affect 

the futures price within the delivery period. This hypothesis is supported by
. P'nCa evide“ce: stocks in early October vary considerably among years, but
increase only moderately within the month in any given year.

°!u the Tariables hyp°^hesized to be of "doubtful” importance appear 
portant m the exploratory analysis. The coefficients associated with the lagged

. . 8 Doubtful" variables include the lagged basis, the ratio of on-farm to off-farm 
stocks and variables representing grain competition for binspace. Because of the 
lack of data on Central Illinois grain movements, the consumption demand variables 
(national crush and export levels) are also considered "doubtful". For a discussion
of the distinction between "free" and "doubtful" variables in model specification, see 
i^eamsr.
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basis variable, the ratio of on-farm to off-farm stocks variable, and the grain 
competition for binspace variables all had small t-ratios. The consumption demand 
variables also appeared unimportant.

In this context, quadratic and logarithmic transformations of the supply, 
opportunity cost, and Chicago stocks regressors were examined. Quadratic
specifications of the supply and Chicago stocks variables, shown in equations (17) to 
(20) in Table 2, improved the fit of the model. Neither logarithmic transforma
tions, nor non-linear transformation of the opportunity cost variable, provided
better results than the original linear forms of the variables.

The Chicago stocks coefficients in equations (17) and (18) are noteworthy. 
The coefficient in equation (17) conforms to the original market imperfection 
hypothesis. The coefficients in equation (18), on the other hand, indicate that in
creasing Chicago stocks levels up to the 8.1 million bushel mark are associated with 
larger basis levels. Beyond 8.1 million bushels, larger Chicago stocks are associated 
with declining basis levels. This result, of course, contradicts the market
imperfection hypothesis.

Indeed, the quadratic specification of the Chicago stocks regressors may be 
capturing an effect other than the squeeze potential. Chicago stocks are highly 
correlated with Central Illinois and national stocks, and at low Chicago stocks
levels, concerns about deliverable supplies may affect the basis. At large Chicago
stocks levels, however, the squeeze potential no longer exists, and the regressors 
may be a proxy for demand factors that are reflected in inventory changes (such as 
increasing movements to export).

Partial regression leverage plots lend support to the inventory change 
concept. They indicate that predicted basis values are about twelve cents per 
bushel greater than the actual basis for the years 1966, 1969, 1970, 1972, 1973, and 
1981. The only factor appearing particular to these years is the optimistic level of 
the USDA’s harvesttime expected use estimates (Fats and Oils Situation). Thus, 
forecasts of particularly large national use levels may indicate grain movements 
from the Central Illinois area, and a narrower basis. (These years are also typically 
associated with fairly large Chicago stocks levels.)

When the national export and crush variables were reexamined as proxies for 
local shipments, however, they each appeared unimportant. Perhaps the large 
degree of collinearity between the export, crush, and national supply variables 
caused this result, or perhaps the observed variables inaccurately captured actual 
expectations within the industry. Using a dummy variable equal to one in the six 
years (and zero otherwise) to capture consumption demand effects results in equa
tion (19). Incorporating a linear Chicago stocks variable produces equation (20).

13
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TABLE 2
SELECTED BASIS EQUATION SPECIFICATIONS11 

(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)b

(17) 37.04 - 1.74 LOCSUP + 0.0061 QLOCSUP + 0.17 NATSUPL - 0.000076 QNATSUPL -
(0.75X-1.44) (1.92) (1.55) (-2.21)

1.00 CHICST + 2.55 OPPCOST 
(-1.55) (1.10)

R2 = 0.54 Durbin-Watson = 1.28

(18) 76.84 - 1.95 LOCSUP + 0.0065 QLOCSUP + 0.12 NATSUPL - 0.000059 QNATSUPL +
(2.02)(-2.20) (2.81) (1.47) (-2.31)

5.00 CHICST - 0.31 QCHICST + 3.66 OPPCOST 
(2.80) (-3.49) (2.11)

R2 = 0.77 Durbin-Watson =1.78

(19) 59.53 - 1.87 LOCSUP + 0.0064 QLOCSUP + 0.15 NATSUPL - 0.000071 QNATSUPL
(3.42)(-4.63) (6.10) (3.95) (-6.05)

3.22 CHICST - 0.25 QCHICST + 4.77 OPPCOST - 12.17 DUM 
(3.79) (-6.15) (5.93) (-6.88)

R2 = 0.96 Durbin-Watson = 2.36

(20) 25.20 - 1,69 LOCSUP + 0.0061 QLOCSUP + 0.19 NATSUPL - 0.000086 QNATSUPL -
(0.76)(-2.08) (2.86) (2.58) (-3.72)

1.81 CHICST + 4.09 OPPCOST - 14.35 DUM 
(-3.80) (2.54) (-4.10)

R2 = 0.81 Durbin-Watson = 1.33

t-ratios are in parentheses.
LOCSUP=CentraI Illinois supply; QLOCSUP=(LOCSUP)2; NATSUPL=national supply 
(less local); QNATSUPL= (NATSUPL)2; CHICST=Chicago stocks; 
QCHICST=(CHICST)2; OPPCOST=opportunity cost; DUM=1 if 1966, 1969, 1970, 1972 
1973, 1981; DUM=0 if otherwise.
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Appraisal

For the quadratic equations, the t-ratio and R values are fairly large, and 
the Durbin-Watson statistic indicates that autocorrelation is unimportant. _  With 
perhaps the exception of the quadratic Chicago stocks coefficients, all coefficients 
conform to economic logic. When the dummy variable is included in the model, no 
significant outliers are apparent.

Although the models appear to fit the sample period well, specification error 
is still an issue. The correct interpretation of the Chicago stocks coefficients is 
particularly ambiguous, and may be related to the specification issue. Specifically, 
the superior performance of the quadratic specification may be caused by the omis
sion of variables which measure the effects of consumption demand.

In addition, the coefficient values shown in Table 2 change considerably for a 
particular variable among the specifications. Moreover, coefficients vary as the 
sample period is altered. When the specification search is applied to different time 
periods, however, alternative models rank identically in relative performance to 
those given in Table 2. Thus, no clear evidence exists for altering the
specifications.

Forecasting

Accurate forecasts reduce basis risk and can enhance hedging returns. In the 
following discussion, the predictive abilities of three naive models are compared 
with the performance of equations (17) through (20). The naive models employed in 
this analysis are often used to forecast the basis, and include the sample mean o 
the regression series, the previous harvest (lagged) basis, and a three-year moving 
average of past harvest bases. Tracking ability (Type I and II error), the root 
mean squared error (RMSE), and Theirs U2 coefficient (U2) are used to evaluate

^Positive autocorrelation is suggested 
estimates of the models produce little change in

in equations (17) and (20). <
coefficient values, and are not reported.
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the sample period simulations.10 
examined. Step-ahead forecasts for 1985 and 1986 are then

Within-Sample Results

- J he W1*hm-sample results, given in Table 3, indicate that the regression
are b?ttef tha“ th,e naive forecasts. Among the regression models the 

hefts 'tn specifications that include the dummy variable provide forecasts which are 
better than^ those equations that exclude the dummy. Of the econometric models

Z l  Z  VdOl P T hT  tHe b6St “  f “ v ateg0rieS and "  foIlowed ia Performance t ;u ° f  20 ' T.h . supenonty of the econometric specifications may however 
result from over-fitting the model to the sample period. Thus, om-of-sTrnpTe
performance is important in appraising the results. ^

Out-of-SamDle Results

The step-ahead forecast results are shown in Table 4 for the 1985 and 1Q86
5\ / h! t . 1985H f° reCaS5S are based 1965-1984 regression coefficients ^and

1985 harvesttime data. The models were then re-estimated for the 1965-1985 sample 
period, and 1986 harvesttime data were used to develop the 1986 forecasts.

. r Th* / 0re?ast err.ors> on average, are similar for the regression and naive 
models The three naive forecasts misjudge the actual basis by an average of 9 7
and 6.2 cents per bushel, respectively, in 1985 and 1986. The regression models

Pn 0ld9U86e an aVerage err° r °£ 6'4 C6ntS PSr buSheI in 1985 and 100 cents per bushel

. 1°7'urnin8 Point errors are often used to assess the ability of the model to 
predmt drrectmna changes (tracking ability). A turning point occurs wh n sign
ac tu afC /ce1 A “  •the Slgn f  <At- l-A t_2). (At is the current period
actual price, At^  is the previous period actual price, and At 9 is the actual nrir^

fta M A  T A  P°in - is . predic.ted when (pf  A ,.!)  has a differentsign than (At i-A t_2) no turning point is predicted when the signs of (Ft -At ,) and
L o V A t s  when either a *t “ ■ °?rrebt period forecast.) Thus, a turning point
turning p^int Is^not reaUzed* P°mt °CCUrS h  n0t predicted a - d i e t e d

The RMSE is calculated as: RMSE = V[(l/n) E(F;-A;)21 where F- eouals the
current period forecast (Ft) less the previous period actual value (A. ,)■ A- eauals 
he current period actual value (At) less the previous period actual (A. V and n

the number of periods over which the forecast is evaluated  ̂ t - lh
Theil’s U2 coefficient is the ratio of the square root of the mean squared

/0?wA0fA he aVerage Squared actual change in values: U2 =v[( /  ) (Fj Aj) 3/V[(l/n)E(Aj)2]. The U2 coefficient is equal to one when the
orecast is measured as the previous period’s actual value; if U2 is less than one 

then the model is better than the naive forecast. ’
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TABLE 3
WITHIN-SAMPLE PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF 

ALTERNATIVE BASIS MODELS 
(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)

Model Turning Point 
Errors

Root Mean 
Squared Error

Theil’s U2 
Coefficient

% Tvoe Ia % Tvoe IIb

Regression
Model:

(17) 0.11 0.11 8.140 0.879

(18) 0.11 0.11 5.557 0.600

(19) 0.06 0.00 2.432 0.263

(20) 0.06 0.06 5.307 0.573

Naive
Model:

(1)
sample mean 0.22 0.17 12.039 1.301

(2)
lagged basis 0.00 ioo;oo 9.257 1.000

(3)
3-year average 0.39 0.06 11.145 1.204

a A turning point is forecast, but no turning point occurs. 
b No turning point is forecast, but a turning point occurs.
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TABLE 4
ONE-STEP AHEAD PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF 

ALTERNATIVE BASIS MODELS

Model Forecast Actual
Basis

Error

cents per bushel cents per bushel cents per bushel

1985 Forecasts
Regression
Model:a

(17) 0.52
(18) 14.14
(19) 7.84
(20) -3.97

Naive
Model:

2.43 -1.91
2.43 11.71
2.43 5.41
2.43 -6.40

(1)
sample mean 14.06

(2)
lagged basis -8.72

(3)
3-year average -3.90

Regression
Model:*3

2.43

2.43

2.43

1986 Forecasts

11.63

-11.15

-6.33

(17) 0.99
(18) 7.01
(19) -11.31
(20) -18.61

Naive
Model:

2.03 -1.04
2.03 4.98
2.03 -13.34
2.03 -20.64

( 1)
sample mean 

(2)
13.51 2.03 11.48

lagged basis 
(3)

2.43 2.03 0.40
3-year average -4.76 2.03 -6.79

See Table 2.
Estimates for 1965-1985 sample not shown.
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Of the reduced form models considered, equation (17) performs the best in 
the out-of-sample analysis, with forecast errors of -1.91 and -1.04 cents per bushel 
in 1985 and 1986, respectively. This performance is considerably better than the 
errors associated with the 1985 naive forecasts, but because of the small change in 
the actual basis from 1985 to 1986, the lagged basis was the best individual forecast 
for 1986.

The superior out-of-sample performance of equation (17) appears to be a 
function of local and national supply levels, which are near , the maximum values of 
the sample range in 1985 and outside the sample in 1986. In this case, the simpler 
specification (excluding the dummy, variable and using the linear Chicago stocks 
variable), provides the best forecasts. In contrast, equations (19) and (20), which 
provided better forecasts than equation (17) in the in-sample analysis, produce 1986
forecasts which significantly underestimate the basis, reflecting the impact of the
quadratic supply variables when the dummy variable is included in the model.

The results illustrate the potential benefits and the limitations from using 
econometric models in making marketing decisions. Equations (19) and (20) appear 
best from the standpoint of conventional test statistics (t-ratios, R2 values, and 
Durbin-Watson values within the sample period), and perhaps provide superior out-
of-sample forecasts when the data lie within the bounds of the sample. The simpler 
specification, equation (17), seemingly provides the best out-of-sample forecasts
when the data lie outside the sample range. The best-fitting equations for the
sample period, obtained by pretesting, clearly need not be the best out-of-sample
predictors.

Equations (19) and (20), providing the best results over the sample range, are 
used in the optimal hedge analysis. From the 1986 perspective, observations on the 
production, stocks, and opportunity cost variables appear to be declining from the 
high levels of the mid-1980’s. Thus, models performing well when these variables
are at neither extremely large nor small levels, such as equation (19) and (20),
appear best for short-run forecasting analysis.

Cash Price Equation

Several empirical models have examined the price determination process within 
the soybean complex. The Houck-Mann model uses a 15-equation dynamic block 
recursive system which emphasizes the multiple market and joint product
relationships characterizing the demand-side of the market. Mathews, Womack, and 
Hoffman specified a model which recursively links six regional acreage equations to 
the Houck-Mann demand block. Meilke and Griffith developed a simultaneous 
system of the world soybean/rapeseed market. Various other models have been 
specified and used to examine world linkages within the oil-meal complex (Vanden- 
borre; and Knipscheer and Hill).
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Reduced Form

The number of exogenous factors influencing the harvesttime cash price is 
extremely large. In the Houck-Mann model, for instance, over twenty exogenous
variables are treated as important in the price determination process. For small
samples (such as the Central Illinois data set), however, the number of independent 
variables must be narrowed, and should probably not exceed 40% of the number of 
observations (Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch).

The price of the November futures contract in May combines the manv 
exogenous price influencing factors into a single variable that the hedger can use as 
a forecast of the harvesttime cash price (Tomek and Gray; Kofi). One alternative 
for forecasting the harvesttime cash price level is then:

(21> Pl = f ( F 0)

where Pj is the forecast of the harvesttime cash price and Fn is a specified 
level of the May futures price for November delivery.

With the passage of time, however, expectations change and the springtime 
futures price and the maturity cash price typically differ. In addition the 
producer’s expectations when the hedge is placed may differ significantly from 
market expectations.

For these reasons, harvesttime estimates of inventory and use levels are 
included in the equation to allow modification of the futures price estimate The 
reduced form for the cash price level is given by:

(22) Pj = xq + xlF() + 7T21! + K3Y1

As expressed in equation (22), Central Illinois inventories (Ij), rather than the 
national inventory level, are expected to influence the local cash price Because
local consumption data were not available, national use estimates were used as 
proxies (Yj).

Specification

The harvesttime cash price (Pt) is measured as the average Central Illinois 
cash price (Pjt) during the first ten (i) trading days in October for t -  1...20 years:

(23) Pt = E Pit/10
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Cash prices a re . representative for the Decatur area and are identical to the
cash prices used in calculating the harvesttime basis. The harvesttime cash price 
ranges from 228.6 to 878.50 cents per bushel over the 1965-1984 sample period. The
mean cash price is 503.00 cents per bushel, with a standard deviation of 217.40
cents per bushel.

The May futures quote for the November contract (MAYNF), measured in 
cents per bushel, is the average price quoted during the first ten trading days in
May. Central Illinois inventories are defined by the production (LOCPRO) and 
carryover variables discussed in the basis estimation section, with the sum of 
production and carryover reflecting a measure of supply. Expected use is measured 
by the identical crush and export variables used in the basis analysis (FOSCRUSH 
and FOSEXP), These crush and export variables are based on U.S.D.A. crop year
forecasts published in the Fats and Oils (Oil Crops) Situation during the
August/September period, with the total expected use variable representing the sum 
of crush and export levels (TOTUSE). All inventory and use variables are measured 
in million bushels. (See Table 1 for additional information.)

Estimation

While the reduced form suggests the types of variables that are important, a 
specification search is used to determine the "final" forecasting model. The futures 
price, inventory, and expected use variables were included in all equations,  ̂ The ef
fects * of alternative specification of these variables (such as production instead of 
supply), as well as non-linear functional forms, were examined through pretesting.

The criteria used to evaluate the models were identical to the criteria 
discussed in the harvesttime basis analysis, and include traditional measures such as 
the logic of signs, Durbin-Watson values, and goodness of fit (Rz and t-ratio 
values). The potential effects of outliers and the sensitivity of coefficients to 
alternative sample period lengths were also examined. As mentioned previously, the 
"final" pretest estimator may produce misleadingly good results, a point which is 
discussed later.

Results

The alternative supply specifications indicate that the production regressors 
explain the largest proportion of the harvesttime cash price for each given use 
specification. The production variables consistently produce the largest t-ratio and
R2 values in comparison with the supply (production and carryover) specifications. 
When the supply variables are disaggregated into production and carryover
components, the carryover variable is statistically unimportant.

These results are likely related to the information captured by the May
futures price regressor. Because uncertainties about yields can cause dramatic 
changes in production estimates between May and October, the futures price quote
in May can differ significantly from the October cash price. In contrast, knowledge
of October stock levels are typically reflected in the May futures quote because
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May and October stock levels are closely correlated. As a result, the production 
regressors contribute more additional information to the model than do the 
carryover or supply regressors.

The preliminary regressions, each including the production variable, are shown 
in equations (24) through (27) in Table 5. The export and crush variables each 
appear unimportant in equation (24), perhaps because of the large intercorrelations 
between these regressors (r = 0.95). Deleting the export and crush regressors in 
turn produces equations (25) and (26); combining the export and crush variables
into a total expected use regressor results in equation (27).

Quadratic and logarithmic transformations of the production and consumption 
demand variables were then examined. Neither logarithmic transformations, nor
quadratic transformations of the production variables, improved the fit of the 
models. Quadratic specifications of the consumption demand variables, shown in eq
uations (28) through (30), did improve the fit o f the models: the t-ratios for nearly 
all variables are larger than when the consumption demand variables are expressed
m linear form, and the Durbin-Watson statistic has increased from near 0 90 to the 
1.20 to 1.50 range.

The negative quadratic use coefficients in equations (28) to (30) are
noteworthy, indicating that the rate of increase in the cash price declines as 
consumption demand increases. At the largest demand values within the sample 
range, the cash price level declines in absolute value as expected use increases. 
The quadratic total use variable, for instance, indicates that the price flexibility 
with respect to total use is 2.43 at a use level of 900 million bushels, and is 0.60 at 
a use level of 1,700 million bushels. This result is somewhat counterintuitive 
because large consumption levels are more often associated with greater price 
variability than are low demand levels. s P

Appraisal

the
For the quadratic equations, the t-ratio and R2 values are fairly large and 

Durbin-Watson statistics indicate that autocorrelation is less important * than 
when the linear forms are specified. All variable signs and magnitudes appear 
logical, perhaps with the exception of the quadratic consumption demand variables.

Although the models appear to fit the sample period well, the coefficients 
(particularly those associated with the May futures price and production regressors) 
appear quite sensitive to sample period length. This result is perhaps related to the 
presence of multicollinearity relative to the number of observations. If additional 
observations are less collinear than the existing data, as is true for the mid-1980’s 
observations, the effect of new information can be large. When specification 
searches are applied to different time periods, however, alternative models rank 
identically m performance to those given in Table 5.
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TABLE 5
SELECTED CASH PRICE EQUATION SPECIFICATIONS11 

(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)b

(24) 167.86 - 3.68 LOCPRO + 0,62 FOSCRUSH - 0.081 FOSEXP + 0.98 MAYNF
(0.65) (-3.06) (0.98) (-0.13) (3.35)

R2 = 0.81 Durbin-Watson = 0.90

(25) 195.95 - 3,70 LOCPRO + 0.54 FOSCRUSH + 0.96 MAYNF
(1.43) (-3.21) (2.37) (3.68)

R2 = 0.81 Durbin-Watson = 0.90

(26) 389.79 - 3.73 LOCPRO + 0.49 FOSEXP + 0.94 MAYNF
(3.10) (-3.11) (2.08) (3.25)

R2 = 0.80 Durbin-Watson =1.01

(27) 295.90 - 3.75 LOCPRO + 0.27 TOTUSE + 0.93 MAYNF 
(2.39) (-3.20) (2.28) (3.39)

R2 = 0.81 Durbin-Watson = 0.93

(28)-445.59 - 4.18 LOCPRO + 2.26 FOSCRUSH - 0.00091 QFOSCRUSH + 0.88 MAYNF 
(-0.96) (-3.59) (1.87) (-1.44) (3.40)

R2 -  o.84 Durbin-Watson =1.17

(29) 130.16 - 4.20 LOCPRO + 1.87 FOSEXP - 0.0011 QFOSEXP + 0.84 MAYNF
(0.76) (-3.74) (2.61) (-2.02) (3.14)

R2 = 0.84 Durbin-Watson =1.54

(30) -164.66 - 4.25 LOCPRO + 1.08 TOTUSE - 0.00026 QTOTUSE + 0.84 MAYNF
(-0.57) (-3.73) (2.25) (-1.74) (3.19)

R2 = 0.84 Durbin-Watson =1.33

t-ratios are in parentheses.
LOCPRO=Central Illinois production; FOSCRUSH=forecast crop year crush; 
QFOSCRUSH=(FOSCRUSH)2; FOSEXP=forecast exports; QFOSEXP= (FOSEXP)2; 
MAYNF=May quote for November futures; TOTUSE=FOSCRUSH + FOSEXP;
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Forecasting

This section examines the forecasting abilities of equations (24) through (30),
and compares the results with those obtained from three naive forecasting methods! 
The naive models used in the analysis are analogous to those used in the basis
forecasting comparison, and include: 1) the sample mean of the cash price series as
predictor; 2) the previous year’s harvesttime cash price as predictor; and 3) a three- 
year moving average of past harvesttime cash prices as predictor.

Evaluation methods are also identical to those used in the basis forecasting 
analysis. The within sample criteria, explained earlier, include: the tracking
abilities of the models (as measured by turning point errors); the root mean squared
error (RMSE); and Theil’s U2 coefficient (U2). The out-of-sample criteria are based 
on an analysis of step-ahead forecasts for the 1985 and 1986 years.

Within-Sample Results

The within-sample comparisons of predictive ability are presented in Table 6, 
and indicate that the regression forecasts are better than the naive model forecasts! 
Within the regression category, the quadratic models are superior to those of a 
linear nature: each quadratic model has a lower percentage of forecast errors
(using all criteria) than do any of the linear forms. Of the regression models, 
equation (29) performs the best in each evaluation category, followed by equation

The superiority of the quadratic functional forms may result from over-fitting 
the model to the sample period. As in the basis analysis, the search procedure may 
have resulted in equations which fit the sample period, but that do not accurately 
capture the systematic factors that affect the price determination process. The 
out-of-sample analysis, discussed in the following section, is a more objective 
approach than is the in-sample procedure.

Out-of-Sample Results

Step-ahead forecasts are shown in Table 7 for the years 1985 and 1986. The
1985 forecasts are based on the 1965-1984 regression coefficients and 1985 
harvesttime data. The models were then re-estimated for the 1965-1985 sample 
period, and 1986 harvesttime data were used to develop the 1986 forecasts.

The results indicate that the out-of-sample performance for the naive models 
is poorer, on average, than for the regression models. The average regression
forecasts for 1985 and 1986 respectively misjudge the harvest cash price by 33.5 and 
11.5 cents per bushel. For the naive models, the average forecast error is
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TABLE 6
WITHIN-SAMPLE PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF 

ALTERNATIVE CASH PRICE MODELS 
(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)

Model Turning Point Root Mean Theil’s U2
Errors Squared Error Coefficient

% Tvoe Ia % Tvoe IIb

Regression
Model:

(24) 0.17 0.06 93.515 0.551

(25) 0.17 0.06 93.538 0.551

(26) 0.11 0.06 96.034 0.566

(27) 0.11 0.06 94.323 0.556

(28) 0.06 0.06 88.032 0.519

(29) 0.06 0.06 85.910 0.506

(30) 0.06 0.06 86.542 0.510

Naive
Model:

0 )
sample mean 0.28 0.22 208.751 1.230

(2)
lagged price 0.00 100.00 169.734 1.000

(3)
3-year average 0.50 0.06 160.694 0.947

a A turning point is forecast, but no turning point occurs. 
b No turning point is forecast, but a turning point occurs.
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TABLE 7

OUT-OF-SAMPLE PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF 
ALTERNATIVE CASH PRICE MODELS 

(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)

Model Forecast Actual
Price

Error

cents Der bushel cents oer bushel cents Der bushel

1985 Forecasts
Regression
Model:a

(24) 557.78 503.85 53.93
(25) 548.96 503.85 45.11
(26) 490.01 503.85 -13.84
(27) 518.14 503.85 14.29
(28) 558.61 503.85 54.76
(29) 521.55 503.85 17.70
(30) 538.40 503.85 34.55

Naive Model:

(1) sample mean 503.00 503.85 -0.85
(2) lagged price 607.80 503,85 103.95
(3) 3-year average 665.02 503.85 161.17

1986 Forecasts
Regression 
Model:&

(24) 486.71 474.00 12.71
(25) 487.20 474.00 13.20
(26) 471.13 474.00 -2.87
(27) 481.87 474.00 7.87
(28) 478.69 474.00 4.69
(29) 492.01 474.00 18.01
(30) 495.23 474.00 21.23

Naive Model:

(1) sample mean 503.04 474.00 29.04
(2) lagged price 503.85 474.00 29.85
(3) 3-year average 657.27 474.00 183.27

a See Table 5.
k Estimates for 1965-1985 sample are not shown.
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considerably larger: in 1985, the error is 88.7 cents per bushel, and in 1986, the
average error is 80.7 cents per bushel.**

In an analysis of individual performance, equations (26) and (27) provides the 
most accurate out-of-sample forecasts, followed by equation (29). Equation (29) is 
chosen, however, for use in the optimal hedge analysis because it provides the best 
in-sample forecasts and among the best step-ahead forecasts in the out-of-sample 
analysis. This specification expresses the importance of export movements, which
typically peak at harvest. In addition, forecasting the level of the export 
regressors may be simpler in the ancillary analysis than forecasting total use 
(composed of exports and crush), which is expressed in equation (27).

In the following sections, the cash price equation [equation (29)] and the
basis equations [equations (19) and (20)] are used to develop constant and non
constant variance estimates of optimal hedges. These equations are first tested for
the presence of heteroskedasticity (non-constant variances). Knowledge of the error 
structure then is used to estimate the Central Illinois anticipatory hedge for
soybeans.

The Koenker test for heteroskedasticity is chosen for use in the analysis. 
This test can be used when the error variance is related to either a single variable 
or a linear combination of variables (unlike the Goldfeld-Quandt and Szroeter’s class 
of tests, which require that the heteroskedasticity is related to only one variable). 
In addition, the Koenker test is less sensitive to error deviations from normality 
than are either the Breusch-Pagan or White tests (particularly when the sample size 
is small).*2-

The Koenker test statistic is developed from the regression of the
(normalized) OLS errors on the variables thought to affect the error variance. This
regression, estimated by OLS, is given by:

**Although the regression models on average out-perform the naive models, the 
sample mean and lagged price forecasts are surprisingly close to the actual 1985 and 
1986 prices. This result is specific to the forecast years analyzed; it is a 
peculiarity that rarely occurs in other years.

12For discussions concerning the assumptions and procedures associated with 
these heteroskedasticity tests, see Judge, et al. and Kmenta.

Heteroskedasticity Tests

(31) (St2 - a2) = f (zt’a)

where: the (TX1) vector of squared OLS residuals; 
the average of the ut2;
a (TXK) matrix of variables thought to influence the error 
variance, with first element equal to unity; 
a (KX1) vector of unknown coefficients. * 12a
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The test statistic, N , is given by:

(32) N* = TR2

where: T
R2 =

the number of observations in the equation given by (31);
the coefficient of determination obtained from the’ regression
in (31).

Only one or two variables (in addition to the intercept) appeared in each
error variance regression. Variables were specified in the zt matrix using the 
functional forms which appeared in basis equations (19) and (20) and in cash price 
equation (29). That is, variables that appeared as quadratics in the original 
regressions were specified as quadratics in equation (31). One variable was used if 
the linear form of the variable appeared in the original regression.

Because the equations are quite sensitive to sample period length the
Koenker test also may be quite sensitive to the number of observations. Five series 
of errors were thus used in equation (31); these series were obtained from the
regressions given in equations (19), (20), and (29), estimated from the 1965-1981 
period through the 1965-1985 period.

The test results, shown in Table 8, indicate that heteroskedasticity is present 
only in equation (20), and that it is a function of the level of Chicago stocks This 
result appears only in the 1965-1983 through 1965-1985 sample periods. When the 
Chicago stocks variable is ordered sequentially from smallest to largest values in 
these sample periods and the corresponding error terms are examined, the error
variance appears to increase as the Chicago stocks level increases.

This result contradicts the hypothesized relationship that the error variance 
increases as stocks decline, and may be caused by misspecification of the functional 
form. The heteroskedasticity associated with the linear Chicago stocks specification 
may indicate that equation (20) does not capture variable(s) that affect the basis 
(and that possess changing variance relationships reflected in the error). The 
quadratic Chicago stocks specification, equation (19), although fitting the data 
better and resulting in the absence of heteroskedasticity, produces an unexpected 
coefficient sign (unlike the linear form, which has expected signs).

The trade-offs existing between equation ( l9 )-w ith  the quadratic Chicago 
stocks variables, and equation (20)--with the linear specification, make it difficult 
to determine which, if either, is the appropriate specification. Certainly, it is 
possible that the quadratic Chicago stocks variable is "picking up" unmeasurable 
effects related to consumption demand or other omitted variables that are not 
explicitly included in the linear specification. Thus, neither equation may correctly 
measure the factors that affect basis determination. These factors should be kept 
in mind throughout the remainder of the analysis.

The heteroskedasticity results indicate that two systems, with different error 
variance-covariance structures, can be composed from equations (19), (20), and (29). 
One system [containing equations (19) and (29)] can be used to obtain constant 
variance estimates of the optimal hedge parameters. The other system [composed of
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TABLE 8

KOENKER TEST VALUES FOR HETEROSKEDASTICITY

Equation 19:

1965-1981
1965-1982
1965-1983
1965-1984
1965-1985

Equation 20:

1965-1981
1965-1982
1965-1983
1965-1984
1965-1985

LOCSUP*

0.97
1.44
0.95
1.80
1.85

LOCSUP*

1.51
0.36
0.76
0.40
0,40

NATSUPL*

1.61
1.26
1.33
1.80
2.14

NATSUPL*

1.72
0.36
1.14
0.80
0.85

CHICST*

2.85
2.16
3.04
0.16
0.09

CHICST

0.03
0.002
8.74
5.60
6.52

4$OPPCOST

1.82
1.98
4.18
0.80
1.23

OPPCOST

1.79
1.26
3.04
2.20
2.23

LOCPRO** FOSEXP*
*4=MAYNF

Equation 29:

1965-1981
1965-1982
1965-1983
1965-1984
1965-1985

1.50 3.20 2.15
1.57 3.42 2.08
1.52 3.61 1,35
0.38 3.15 2.78
0.17 2.50 2.47

Note: For the quadratic specifications, the degrees of freedom equal (K -l)
= 3-1 = 2  (where K includes the intercept). For the linear 
specifications, the degrees of freedom equal (K -l) = 2-1 = 1.

The critical Chi-squared values are therefore:

* At a  = 0.05, X22 = 5.99; at <x = 0.10, X22 = 4.61.
** At a  = 0.05, X t2 = 3.84; at «  = 0.10, X !2 = 2.76.
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equations (20) and (29)] can be transformed to obtain non-constant 
estimates. year-specific

The cash price and basis equations in each system contain similar (although 
not identical) regressors, and are interrelated through the cash price component 
Because it is also likely that the equations share common information in the error 
terms (the across-equation covariances are non-zero), a seemingly unrelated 
regression (SUR) framework is used to obtain final estimates of the coefficients

Constant Variance System

The basis and cash price equations used in the SUR 
constant variance system can be defined in stacked notation by:

estimation of the

(33) B o
f

B] e l
' j +

P 0 x 2 b2 e2U J L. - J
(2TX1) (2TX[K|+K2]) ([K:i +K2]X1) (2TX1)

intercentTh T i ? '50" COntains. T observations on K! (or K2) regressors (including the 
given b jr ' Th 6rr0r Vanance structure associated with this system, E[ee’], is

(34)

n =

°b2 „ 2
0

i
! °bp 0

0
°b

<7b2
1
1 0 1 
[

abp
abp

°pb 0 ' 2 
1 °P 0

0
°pb

CTpb

i ^
i
i 0t

ap2
a 2 aP

i

(2TX2T)

The elements in the second and fourth quadrants reflect the variances of the 
basis (ab ) and the cash price (<rpz) equations, respectively, and the elements in the 

and third quadrants represent the across-equation error covariance (where
crpb“abp)* The error variance (or covariance) within a partition is assumed constant 
over time.
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The OLS approach is inefficient when across-equation correlations are non
zero (odours £ 0): OLS, a single equation approach, does not consider across-
equatioif information. Zellner’s seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) framework
using generalized least squares (GLS) estimation, considers the entire structure of 
the Smodel (Zellner). The GLS estimator, using the inverse of the Cl matrix
presented above, is given by:

(35) b = (x ’n ^ x r 1 x ’t r 1 y

When the true variances and covariances among equations are known, GLS 
estimation is more efficient than OLS. The gain in efficiency, however, depends on: 
a) the degree of correlation among the errors; and b) the correlation among the 
regressors in the different equations. As the error intercorrelations become larger 
and the correlations among regressors become smaller, the efficiency of GLS 
estimation (relative to OLS) increases (Judge, et al.; Kmenta).

In practice, an estimated GLS (EGLS) approach is required because the true 
variances and covariances used in the CT1 matrix are unknown. The most com™* 
EGLS approach employs Zellner’s two-step procedure; it uses the OLS errors to 
estimate the variance-covariance elements of the CT matrix and then b is based o 
n-1 The iterative procedure, an alternative to the two-step method, is used in this 
analysis; it re-estimates the EGLS errors until the error estimates converge (Judge,
et al.; Kmenta).

Both the two-step and iterative approaches produce asymptotically efficient
estimates of the fl"1 and B matrices. In addition, Monte Carlo Judies suggest that 
these EGLS approaches are more efficient than OLS even in small samples (K e ).

The SYSNLIN systems subprogram of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) 
package required ten iterations for the SUR-GLS estimation of the constant
variance system. The SUR regression estimates, shown in Table 9, are similar to
the least squares estimates, reflecting unexpectedly low across-equation error corre
lations and the large across-equation correlations among regressors. The error
variance-covariance values for the system are: o

_ 12.25.

Optimal hedge estimates based on the constant variance system are shown in 
Table 10 Risk aversion levels of -infinity, -0.1, and -0.01 are employe , an it 
assumed that Q=1 (that the results can be interpreted as a percent of production). 
Recall that the optimal hedge formula is given by:

= 9,432.71; crpb = 162.80; and

(38) Qh* = Q[(<7p2+<Tpb)/(<rp2+2< W ab2)] ■

[(Ft-i-Pt*-Bt*)/2m(erp2+2crpb+crb2U

13The risk aversion levels given by m = -0.1 
in optimal hedge analyses (Feck). The assumption that

and m = -0.01 are commonly used 
Q = l is also common (Peck).
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TABLE 9

SUR ESTIMATES OF THE CONSTANT VARIANCE MODELa
(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)*5

Basis Equation

(36)
5,V 1 ;, 1; 8(®-L0CSUP + 0 0064 QLOCSUP + 0.15 NATSUPL - (3.48X-4.96) (6.47) (4 r33)

0 000072 QNATSUPL + 2.84 CHIGST - 0.24 QCHICST + 4.37 OPPCOST
(3-55) (-6.06) (5.73)

11.14 DUM
(-6.63)

Cash Price Equation

(37)
1 f0 93 )' (■33°93)OCPRO + !;71 ^ 0SEXP '  0 0010 QFOSEXP + 0.92 MAYNI lu.yj) (-3.93) (2.54) (-1.98) (3.66)

? t-ratios are in parentheses.
D Variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5.
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TABLE 10

CONSTANT VARIANCE ESTIMATES OF THE OPTIMAL HEDGE

Price Change 
Year (Ft- i_pt ~Bt )

cents per bushel

1965 12.6
1966 -47.0
1967 -51.8
1968 3.5
1969 52.3

1970 -148.8
1971 -39.0
1972 -59.6
1973 -57.2
1974 -245.7

1975 57.7
1976 -114.3
1977 75.2
1978 -23.9
1979 117.8

1980 -61.3
1981 54.2
1982 109.7
1983 -136.1
1984 -76.7

Hedging
Component

Total Hedge
(Hedging and Speculative Compom

% of nroduction % of nroduction 
m=-0.1 m==-0.01

98 99 105
98 96 74
98 96 72
98 98 100
98 101 125

98 91 22
98 96 78
98 95 68
98 95 69
98 86 -27

98 101 128
98 92 40
98 102 137
98 97 86
98 104 158

98 95 67
98 101 126
98 104 154
98 91 29
98 94 59
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of the opt mal h e T e  l  zero tV  h8,er speculative component

hedging componen wh h ndicatel h a f t S  s h f t  ? dePendS SOlely ° n the 
percent of expected production ' futUreS POSltIon should ed“ a' ™

(39 )
Qh /Q -  (^p 2 + ^p b )/(^p 2 + 2 apb + ah2) = 0 .98

the speculative c o m p o n e n to f equation ( 3 ^ ^ ^ . T  ^  ‘°  indicates that
hedge. For the moderately risk" a v S  h e l e r  (m - o n  ' Z k T '  th e. ° Ptimal
86 to 104 percent of, e x a c te d  production8 1 ’ W h i T f o L  sts o f W f Tfutures price, (Ft :-P* - B /  < m th* ui iorecasts of an increase in the
defined by the hed^i^g ,component of the Equation If"!  d e X e ^  1  ? eICent ^

p r o d S  (F‘- i-P‘ - Bt > 0)’ ^  hedge increases to ‘o T S T  X ^ t

bushel is anticipated), to a 27  nercent Inno r \T . 118 cents per
per bushel is expected). £ S (w en a Pnce rise of 246  cents

-infinity) T S a t e d  °a f  ̂  n e ^ i ^  eXWemeIy risk averse prod^ ^  ( « -  
because th c ^ h  price variance I  t  U ' T ' t  P™daCtion' ™ *  result occurs 
relative to the aJ  Z  , u Z j l r l  , h"dging comPon“ t calculation

level as ’ h a X lttim e  p'ricT T orecaM s ‘X c r e a s i n J J  ’' divelge^Trom  ‘'market* ^  T?*™ 
and the speculative component becomes increasingly important. expectations,

Non-Constant Variance Svstpm

and ^ . ‘“ auslf the" n o n lc ln lta n f  v l r k X '^ X V X l X a  ■ '°D e<?Uati° nS (20)
coefficient estimates which are inefficient a weiahted r t ' a  „ b ^  equatl0n produces 
the SUR-GLS estimation of the svstem’14 n ?  "  ? ^ S  procedure is used within

provide a framework for the j L r S i c  e s t S a t i o T 'S  in regreSS1° n reSUltS then 
parameters. y P C tlc estimatl0n of the non-constant variance

««■  t ?  t " " “
determined bv examining tKp c • ?rin °* relationship is

coefficient a /d  o f l S  O L s”  »
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assumptions used in the analysis are commonly encountered when heteroskedasticity 
is present.1  ̂ The first assumption models the error variance as a linear function of 
the Chicago stocks level in each year, (CHICST)t:

(40) t7bt2 = ab (CHICST)t

The second employs a quadratic functional form:

(41) crbt2 = °b (CHICST)t2

In performing the weighting procedure, all observations on each variable in 
the OLS basis equation are weighted by the associated Chicago stocks level in each 
year. If the structure in equation (40) is assumed, for instance, each row of the
basis data matrix (including observations for both dependent and independent 
variables) is multiplied (weighted) by the corresponding l/VCHICSTt value for that 
year.

The weighted basis equation estimates, shown in Table 11, are similar to the 
unweighted OLS estimates. Because the quadratic form used in estimating equation 
(43) produces an unexpected (positive) Chicago stocks coefficient, the linear weight 
[used in estimating equation (42)] is chosen for use in the SUR analysis. The signs
associated with the linear weight are logical, but the t-ratios are lower than when
the quadratic weight is used.

Expanding the analysis to the SUR system, the heteroskedasticity present in
the (unweighted) basis equation also affects the across-equation error covariance.
The non-constant variance relationships, using the linear Chicago stocks functional 
form suggested by equation (42), are given by:

The variance-covariance matrix for the system, in year-specific form, is given 
by:

15Because the heteroskedastic structure is estimated empirically, the weighted 
least squares estimator is only asymptotically efficient. As for small sample 
properties, recent theoretical results indicate that weighted least squares estimation 
is unbiased and that the efficiency loss from having to estimate the heteroskedastic 
structure is relatively small.

(44)

(45)

C7bt2 = % 2 (CHICST)t 

apbt = apb (CHICST)j
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TABLE 11

WEIGHTED REGRESSION ESTIMATES FOR THE BASIS EOUATIONa
(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)b

Weight = \/(Ch,icstIt

(42) 25.91 - 1.46 LOCSUP + 0.0053 QLOCSUP + 0.16 NATSUPL -
(1.17)(-2.86) (3.81) (3.37)

0.000073 QNATSUPL + 3.81 OPPCOST - 0.87 CHICST - 12 94 DUM 
(-4.68) (3.65) (-1.53) (-4.65)

Weight es fChicstlt

(43) 44.04 - 1.43 LOCSUP + 0.0052 QLOCSUP + 0.12 NATSUPL -
(2.75)(-4.45) (5.69) (4.19)

0.000061 QNATSUPL + 4.20 OPPCOST + 0.61 CHICST - 11.52 DUM 
(-6.06) (5.63) (0.85) (-5.63)

t-ratios are in parentheses. 
Variables are defined in Table 2.
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<7b2(CHICST)t 0 
<n,2(CHICST)t

crb2(CHICST)t

0

<7bp(CHICST)t 0 
<rbp(CHICST)t

abp(CHICST)t

0

aDb(CHICST)t0 uD2 o
P 2

CTDb(CHICST)t _ aP 2
0 apb(CHICST)t o < v

The optimal hedge equation, combining equations (44) through (46), can be 
rewritten to reflect the changing nature of the parameter estimates. It is now 
given by:

(47) Qh* = Q[((7p2+‘Tpbt)/(ap2+2apbt+CTbt2)] "

[(Ft- i”pt*-Bt*)/2m(crp2+2crpbt+0fbt2)]

Within the SUR system, the weighted basis equation provides a method for 
obtaining year-specific estimates of the optimal hedge parameters of equation (47) 
The variance-covariance matrix from the weighted SUR system provides estimates of 
the constant scale parameters, crb2 and t7pb. To obtain year-specific estimates of 
crh 2 and aDbt, these scale parameters are multiplied by the Chicago stocks level in 
each year, (CHICST)t. Yearly forecasts of the Pt and Bt levels are also developed 
using the weighted system estimates. The homoskedastic cash price equation is not 
weighted within the system, of course, and the SUR estimate of Up is constant 
over time.

The SYSNLIN procedure required eight iterations for the SUR estimation of 
the non-constant variance system. The resulting SUR estimates of the cash price 
and weighted basis equations are presented in Table 12, and are similar to the OLS 
estimates The associated scale error variance-covariance estimates are: vtf- =
10,153.98; ah2 -  11.18; and crpb = 211.55. These estimates are the constant variance 
parameters used to adjust the optimal hedge to the year-specific level.

The year-specific levels of the non-constant variance optimal hedge, 
calculated using equation (47), are shown in Table 13. For the extremely risk averse 
hedger (m=-infinity), the speculative component of the equation is zero. The 
optimal hedge, defined by the hedging component, varies from 98 percent of 
expected production in 1981 (with Chicago stocks at 0.846 million bushels) to a 
minimum 77 percent in 1983 (with stocks at 18.632 million bushels).

The results indicate that the optimal hedge declines as the Chicago stocks 
level increases, illustrating the impact of the Chicago stocks variable on the 
covariance calculation. The basis variance, with a scale parameter of 11.18, is not 
greatly affected by changing Chicago stocks levels. The Chicago stocks level has a 
large impact, however, on the year-specific covariance estimate because the
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TABLE 12

SUR ESTIMATES OF THE NON-CONSTANT VARIANCE MODELa
(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)*3

Basis Equation

(48) 26.68 - 1.36 LOCSUP + 0.0049 QLOCSUP + 0.14 NATSUPL -
(1.30)(-3.03) (4.03) (3.46)

0.000066 QNATSUPL - 1.10 CHICST + 3.17 OPPCOST - 10 24 DUM 
<-4-72) (-2.06) (3.30) (-4.14)

Cash Price Equation

(49) 276 08 - 4.34 LOCPRO + 1.34 FOSEXP - 0.00056 QFOSEXP + 0.81 MAYNF
(1.67) (-4.05) (2.02) (-1.16) (3.34)

t-ratios are in parentheses.
Variables are defined in Tables 2 and 5.
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TABLE 13

NON

Year

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

CONSTANT VARIANCE ESTIMATES OF THE HEDGING COMPONENT

Chicago Stocks Hedge Ratio

million bushels

0.904
1.331
1.211
2,279
4.311

5.865
5.716
2.485
3.479
5.391

3.786
6.891
4.560
3.353
4.830

16.223
0.846
1.908

18.632
2.555

% of production

98
97
97
95
92

90
90
95
93
90

93 
88 
92
94
91

79
98
96 
77
95
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STsH “ H r Scovariance) levels. ® Chicago stocks (and year-specific

the optima* h e i f  t s t i m a t f  than ^ e . 8 ^  0nestimation As an eMmn|f  ,h T  io-T/ l-  introduction of non-constant variance

hedger is 90 percent of expected p r o d "  w L n ° " h f 'e x ^ t e T 'f u m "
increase of 203 cents per bushel is included in the L a 5 jL  (F t - 1 *  $
the optimal hedge drops to 82 percent (with m—0.1), 0 / 9  percent fwith m =2n n ’ 
Similar impacts also appear in the years 1970, 1977, 1979, 1980, and 1983 16

An Alternative Approach to Estimation

r6fIeCt the fiSkS confron‘- 8

ss. sr '.^Jssxxzp ~  isEHHi
e s t im a te  f  ~ i a l

^  SySt6m "  n m ^ t h e 6 ! ^
harvest data); and the 1981 f o r l a ^  errcrs L t ' c a l S d  t (USin8 1981

^ h  1982 a n d ^ o r S ^ r s ^

z a p

may b e ^ h e  t ^ t i v T

cPS i o n : Th t L  t ^ s X f  fe rent) ‘t  « £ ? *
through the 1981-1986 error"° SJ T * "  (f°Ur 6rr0rs); 
calculated for the 1981-1983 period would determine the hed“ l984 a n " !

Table I s 6 They indicam t h T t h e ^ n f  ^  are shown in
percent of e x p e n d ^ o l c t n  ^  ?  *
are near the 98 percent level suggested by the in-sample approach for die ex- S

16
Note that for the less risk-averse hedeer (m= n i nr 

variance estimation has a smaller effect on§ n n L a i ’ h I  non-constant
variance estimation. P a hedges than does constant
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TABLE 14

NON-CONSTANT VARIANCE ESTIMATES OF THE OPTIMAL HEDGE

Price Change 
(Ft-i-P t -Bt )

Hedging Total Hedge
Year Component (Hedging and Speculative Components)

cents oer bushel % of nroduction % of nroduction 
m—0.1 m=-0.01

1965 -7.3 98 98 95
1966 -59.7 97 94 69
1967 -57,4 97 94 70
196S -2.6 95 95 94
1969 48.3 92 94 112

1970 -139.0 90 85 35
1971 -25.6 . 90 89 80
1972 -50.5 95 93 73
1973 -32.6 93 92 79
1974 -203.3 90 82 9

1975 92.8 93 97 132
1976 -75.7 88 85 59
1977 129.6 92 97 145
1978 -10.7 94 94 89
1979 130.1 91 96 144

1980 -114.4 79 76 46
1981 61.0 98 101 127
1982 66.3 96 99 126
1983 -185.4 77 72 26
1984 -83.2 95 91 58
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OUT-OF-SAMPLE ESTIMATES OF THE OPTIMAL HEDGE RATIO 
USING EX POST FORECASTS

TABLE 15

Period for
Error

Calculation
(7 2P ^b2 CTpb Optimal Hedge 

(% of production)

1981-1983 13,009 92 378 97

1981-1984 23,939 82 712 97

1981-1985 19,185 71 583 97

1981-1986 17,458 796 -555 99
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tremely risk averse hedger; they are also within the 77 to 98 percent range 
indicated by the in-sample non-constant variance approach.

The previous analysis was repeated using springtime ancillary forecasts of the 
independent variables. Using this approach, the system is first estimated for the 
1965-1980 period, and the 1981 cash price and basis forecasts are estimated (using 
ancillary forecasts of the independent variables developed from 1965-1980 
regressions). The 1981 forecast errors are then computed as the difference between 
the realized prices and the forecast prices; a series of these errors are used to 
calculate the variance-covariance parameters. The estimation procedure continues 
until the 1986 forecasts are made.

The ancillary forecasts used in this process are given for the 1965-1984 
period in Table 16. Each equation was determined from a search procedure that 
analyzed: the explanatory power of the dependent variable measured in May;
variables showing a large correlation with the dependent variable; and a trend 
variable.

The regressors estimated by the ancillary analysis include: local production 
(LOCPRO); local supply (LOCSUP); national supply less local (NATSUPL); Chicago 
stocks (CHICST); opportunity cost (OPPCOST); and expected exports (FOSEXP). The 
production and supply estimates are the only forecasts which were not obtained 
directly from the ancillary equations. They are estimated as:

(59) NATPRO = (USHA)(USYIELD)
(60) NATSUPL = NATPRO + TNATSTO - LOCSUP
(61) LOCPRO -  (ILHA)(IYIELD)
(62) LOCSUP = LOCPRO + TLOCSTO

National production (NATPRO) is the product of the average U.S. yield for a 
particular year and U.S. harvested acreage for that year [equation (59)]. National 
supply less local supply (NATSUPL) is the sum of national production and total 
stocks less the Central Illinois level of supply [equation (60)]. Central Illinois 
production and supply levels (LOCPRO and LOCSUP) are calculated in a similar 
manner, according to equations (61) and (62).

The results obtained from the ancillary approach, shown in Table 17, indicate 
that the optimal hedge varies from 93 to 100 percent of expected production in 
each sample period. Although the variance-covariance estimates are larger and more 
variable than before, the cash price variance continues to dominate the optimal 
hedge calculation. As a result, the optimal hedge for the extremely risk averse 
producer (m=-infinity) is near the 100 percent level of previous analyses.

Conclusions

Year-specific measurement of the optimal hedge indicates that the hedge level 
for the Central Illinois soybean producer can vary importantly from year to year. 
Specifically, non-constant variance estimation can reduce the optimal hedge level for
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TABLE 16

ANCILLARY FORECASTS FOR THE BASIS AND CASH PRICE EQUATIONS
(1965-1984 SAMPLE PERIOD)

Ancillary Equation R2

(50) USYIELDa = 10.82 + 0.22 TRD
(51) USHA = 1.09 + 0.96 MUSPA
(52) TNATSTO = -86.22 + 0.36 MTNATSTO

(53) IYIELD = 13.66 + 0.27 TRD
(54) ILHA = 0.73 + 0.87 MILPA
(55) TLOCSTO = -10.99 + 0.36 MTLOCSTO

(56) CHICST = -4.27 + 0.012 MTNATSTO
(57) OPPCOST = -20.45 + 0.32 TRD
(58) FOSEXP « -2278.05 + 38.19 TRD

USYIELD U.S. soybean yield; TRD = trend; USHA = U.S. harvested 
soybean acreage; MUSPA = U.S. planted soybean acreage in May;
TNATSTO = total U.S. stocks at harvest; MTNATSTO = total U.S. stocks 
in May.

IYIELD -  Illinois soybean yield; ILHA = Illinois harvested soybean 
acreage; MILPA -  Illinois planted soybean acreage in May; TLOCSTO = 
local Central Illinois stocks at harvest; MTLOCSTO = total’Central Illinois 
stocks in May.

CHICST — Chicago stocks at harvest; OPPCOST = harvest opportunity 
cost; FOSEXP = predicted crop-year exports at harvest.
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OUT - OF- SAMPLE ESTIMATES OF THE OPTIMAL HEDGE RATIO 
USING ANCILLARY EX ANTE FORECASTS

TABLE 17

Period for 
Error

Calculation
„ 2

i 
Q 

l 
i 

CT
 

' 
l 

N>
 

l 
l 

t 1 l l

CTpb Optimal Hedge 
(% of production)

1981-1983 29,309 453 -745 101

1981-1984 25,116 658 440 96

1981-1985 21,241 750 859 93

1981-1986 20,204 627 781 94
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the extremely risk averse producer from 98 percent (the constant variance level) to 
approximately 77 percent of expected production. For the less risk averse hedger 
both the constant and non-constant variance optimal hedge levels are affected to an 
even larger extent. Depending on producer price expectations, the optimal hedge 
estimates range from a short hedge of 158 percent to a long hedge of 27 percent of 
expected production.

Although the impact of non-constant variance estimation is evident several 
hmitauons within the study must be noted. That larger Chicago stocks levels
should increase basis variability (and reduce the short hedge as a percent of 
production) is not intuitive. Other important qualifications involve data
availability, the presence of multicollinearity, and uncertainties as to correct model 
specification. With a longer (and less collinear) data series, the equations may have 
been specified differently or they may have been more stable. In addition the 
limited availability of data (particularly consumption demand data) may have resulted 
in omitted variable bias.

The specification of the objective function also limits implementation of the 
non-constant variance approach. Although the objective function used in this study 
is one of the most widely-used specifications, it has resulted in optimal hedges 
which are significantly larger than actual farmer hedging levels. This studv 
suggests an optimal hedge of near 100 percent for the risk averse producer but
recent survey evidence indicates that less than 10 percent of Central Illinois 
farmers hedge, and typically at suboptimal levels (Olmstead).

One explanation for this behavior is that the costs of hedging are not 
accurately reflected in the objective function. Variation margin often represents an
important cash flow constraint when futures prices move against the hedger (for 
instance, when the hedger is short and the futures price increases). Yield8 risk is 
another consideration: the farmer may be forced into a short speculative position
(because of smaller quantities produced) at a time when futures prices are
^ w aS0nn8'«, T h6 r arme-r W°Uid experience a significant loss both in the cash market 
3  ^  decline in crop size) and in the futures market (through variation
margin). The lumpiness of the contract is also important: because few farmers 
produce soybeans in multiples of the 5,000-bushel contract size, the producer again
may be exposed to a substantial speculative position. s

Refinements of the year-specific approach used in this study would create a 
broader understanding of the optimal hedge decision. One refinement involves 
improving data availability, particularly regarding local Central Illinois consumption 
demand. Other potential extensions involve analysis of different producer locations 
and the study of individual production/hedge levels. The examination of non
constant variance estimation of the optimal hedge for alternative commodities would 
also be useful.

Another potential contribution involves improved specifications of the 
objective function. Introducing yield risk and the uncertainty of margin calls is 
particularly important, along with the year-specific analysis of optimal hedge

17
Indeed the original hypothesis suggested that the error variance should 

increase, in both the cash price and basis equations, as inventories decline.
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sensitivity to these alternative specifications. The non-constant variance approach 
could also be analyzed through a time-series framework, or by the use of implied 
options volatilities. Bootstrapping, involving Monte Carlo re-samplings of the 
empirical errors, provides an alternative approach to variance estimation.

Perhaps the primary conclusion is that the changing variance assumption has 
potential importance for year-specific estimation of the optimal hedge. In this 
paper, however, data problems and possible misspecification of the equations do not 
provide definitive conclusions about optimal hedges for Central Illinois soybean 
producers.
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